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Welcome to the Ministry

Orion enjoys eating good food, talking politics, exploring new places, and playing sports.  
He also considers it a privilege to work for the ROP and likes to meet new people, so don’t
hesitate to request his assistance or to just say hello. You will probably see him running or
biking around Koror sometime soon. 

Orion Cruz, lawyer  

Orion Cruz is a lawyer from the island of Maui, Hawaii. He
focuses on international and U.S. environmental law,
particularly issues related to climate change, human rights, and
marine conservation. For the next two years, he will be
supporting the Ministry of Natural Resources, Environment and
Tourism on legal, enforcement, and policy/regulatory matters
pertaining to protected areas, the Palau National Marine
Sanctuary, biosecurity, tourism, and other issues, as needed.  

Farewell & Thank You

Stanford Blaluk, BOA (4/5) 
Bungellong Tebelak, BOA (4/11) 
Everson Sengebau, BMR (4/15) 

Stacy Akitaya, BMR (4/15) 
Pasqual Ongos, BOA (4/16) 

Johnny Mongami, BMR (4/19) 
Evita Mira, BOA (4/30) 

Bureau of Tourism Director, Ms.  Bouveau Anastacio has resigned. Under Ms. Anastacio, the
Bureau guided the development of the Responsible Tourism Policy Framework with support
from partner agencies and organizations. This plan was supported by a grant from the US
Department of Interior. We thank Bouveau for her contribution and service to MNRET and wish
her well for her future endeavours!

Birthdays this month

APRIL NEWS  



KEBEAS ERADICATION PROGRAM
F E A T U R E D  P R O J E C T

Since 2017, MNRET has been busy trying to clear the kebeas (Merremia
peltata) alongside the Babeldaob compact road. This special project
from the president of Palau aims to eradicate or control this highly
invasive plant.  
Since July 2017, Bureau of Agriculture forestry division has worked
with Airai, Ngchesar, Melekeok, Ngaraard and other States' volunteers
to clear alongside the compact road in their respective States. The
eradication process starts by seeking the root of the kebeas, cutting it,
and applying special plant medication. With great efforts from the
forestry division, volunteers, and many others, the project 's progress
is slow due to factors that include steep terrain, weather conditions,
and eradication medication stocks. 

Ngkeklau Compact Road (CR) Sites 1-5 Ngardmau State 

Kebeas in Ked, Airai 

Kebeas volunteers clearing alongside the compact road. Photo credit: Bureau of Agriculture
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Today the kebeas control project has been re-energized with the help of Joe Tiobech and is moving
forward in full force. Babeldaob Island has been divided up to the different Ministries.  
The Ministry of Education will work with Aimeliik and Ngatpang States. The Ministry of Health will
work with Ngardmau and Ngeremlengui, although the latter opted not to clear the Kebeas
because they have a project to use it for other purposes.  MNRET will work with Ngchesar and
Melekeok, and the Ministry of State will work with Ngarchelong and Kayangel. Airai State has
received a grant to clear the kebeas in Oikuul by employing its state workers. The summary
statistics below were provided by the forestry division and illustrate the locations and size (in
hectares) of areas cleared to date:
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Photo credit: Ms Andrea Uchel

MNRET hosts graduate intern, Ms. Dilbudch Omelau 

Graduate student, Ms. Dilbudch Omelau, completes 5-week
internship with MNRET. Dilbudch is a graduate student at
the University of Malta, a small island nation in the
Mediterranean, between Sicily and the North African coast.
 Her graduate research is focused on assessing the
vulnerability of Palau’s water resources to climate change,
particularly by understanding the programs, institutions, and
decision-making processes and mechanisms that exist within
the water sector that may either facilitate or hinder
integrated and responsive water management.  Her research
is especially relevant as we are faced with the current water
shortage in Palau. Dilbudch conducted numerous interviews
and focus group meetings with individuals, agencies and
organizations in the water sector.  MNRET would like to
thank our partners—PPUC, EQPB, Climate Change Office,
NEPC-Secretariat, PICRC, Palau Conservation Society,
NEMO, Ms. Carol Emaurois and others who shared
information and insight with Dilbudch.   

Dilbudch has a bachelor’s degree from University of Alaska-Fairbanks in Fisheries Policy.
 She acknowledges that this new field of study is new and challenging but has given her the
opportunity to see linkages and similarities between these two major issues (water and
fisheries) that not only face Palau, but the world.  MNRET applauds Dilbudch in pursuing
such a unique and cross-disciplinary career track that will certainly be useful, and perhaps
even necessary, to addressing the complex environmental issues in a changing world.  This
internship was made possible by financial support by PAN Office and WIA.  The Ministry
wishes her well as she completes her thesis in the coming months.  

From sectors to seascapes—MNRET explores opportunities for more integrated ocean
management through marine spatial planning process 

The Ministry’s mandate to manage the ocean and marine resources spans multiple sectors
(tourism, fisheries, and conservation) and marine ecosystems (both nearshore and
offshore).  And while it may be obvious that these sectors overlap on a single seascape, the
work on the ground has traditionally been fragmented within the Bureaus and various
programs. The Ministry is currently exploring ways to address this challenge and to develop
strategies towards a more holistic and coordinated approach to ocean management.  A two-
day marine spatial planning workshop was held on April 19-20 that convened relevant
ministry staff representing relevant Bureaus and programs as well as key partner agencies
and organizations to begin to identify challenges, priority issues, as well as opportunities for
future collaboration.   

A P R I L   T I D B I T S  F R O M  O U R  B U R E A U S
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From sectors to seascapes... continued: 

The Ministry is grateful for our partners who
made the time to attend and for their very
candid and forthcoming contributions, shared
experiences, and most especially for their
constructive criticisms.  These partners
include:  PNMS Office, PICRC, PALARIS,
Division of Marine Law, Bureau of
Transportation, PVA, Palau Chamber of
Commerce, PCS, and TNC.  We trust that this
open dialogue with our partners will only
strengthen the Ministry’s work and advance
our collective mandate to manage our ocean.   

BWA would like to thank Ebiil Society
and Ngeremlengui State for the
opportunity to get its hands dirty for a
great cause!  

We look forward to continue working
with partners to further protect Palau’s
precious water resource.     

BWA joins Ebiil Society for Tree Planting Activity  

April 14, 2018 – MNRET and the Belau Watershed Alliance (BWA) were invited by the Ebiil
Society to join them at a tree planting activity in Ngeremlengui State. Partners such as Natural
Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), Environmental Quality Protection Board (EQPB), and
the Palau High School (PHS) Science Club students all pitched in together to plant native trees
and learn about effective agricultural and watershed management practices. In addition, BWA
organized a short talk on the function of a watershed with the help of a watershed model.
Fruitful discussions were held about the necessity for learning about and balancing traditional
agricultural practices with new scientific methods to safeguard our precious water resources.  

A P R I L   T I D B I T S   C O N T I N U E D

Special Projects under the Ministry - GEF Pacific R2R IW Project 
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Bureau of Agriculture (BOA) 

Mr. Omekrael Sadang’s work with US Forestry Service at Ngardok 

For the past 15 months, Bureau of Agriculture Extension Agent Mr. Omekrael Sadang has
been working hard with the United States Forestry Service at Ngardok Nature Reserve.
During his time at Ngardok Nature Reserve he helped measure, identify, and tag more
than 14,000 trees on a 180m x 140m (4 hectare) plot.  

This plot was inaugurated into the US Forest
Service Network of Forest Monitoring Dynamics
Plots. It will be one of many networks around the
world used to monitor the effects of climate
change to forests. During the inaugural service
of the plot, Mr. Sadang was presented an award
for his hard work and also received a promotion
from Agriculture Extension Agent to Forester I.
 MNRET and BOA very much appreciate the
exemplary work you have put in. Thank you
Omekrael Sadang! 

Bureau of Marine Resources (BMR)

Left:  
The newly

renovated hatchery
at the Bureau of

Marine Resources. 
Right:  

The rare and
endangered China

clam Hippopus
porcellanus.

Palau Mariculture Demonstration Center (PMDC) 

The PMDC carried out a giant clam broodstock availability survey and made two spawners
collection trips in April 2018. Thinking ahead for the future, BMR and OFCF experts have
decided to concentrate on acquiring the numbers needed for a sufficient broodstock
collection of the currently most rare and endangered giant clam species, the China clam
Hippopus porcellanus. The PMDC is planning to conduct a special spawning trial with H.
porcellanus  in May at the newly renovated BMR hatchery.  

A P R I L   T I D B I T S  C O N T I N U E D



Database for the Bureau of Tourism 

Bureau of Tourism has set up its initial data system with Mr. David Idip, with the first training
held on April 25 at the Bureau. Attendants for this training were Mr. David Orrukem, Mr. Ray
Marino and Ms. Dorothy Ueda. The Bureau had collected forms from different types of
accommodation in Palau (e.g. hotels, resorts, motels, live-aboards, cottages, hostel, and
apartments or apartelles). Data collected include the number of rooms, type of amenities,
location and general information on each type of accommodation. The current number of
rooms recorded to date is 1,914 rooms. However, this number does not include rooms in bed
& breakfast, home stay and Airbnb accommodations.  

Two sets of data that are now being entered into BOT's new database are Accommodation
and Tour Operators in Palau.  

Tourism monitoring with President's Office and other government agencies 

The Compliance Division of BOT continues its work with the Chief of Staff and other
government agencies conducting work activities on tourism.  As part of this, BOT conducts
twice-weekly tourism activity monitoring  in the Rock Islands, at the airport, and at various
accommodations, eateries and tour operators. 

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT THE MINISTRY?  
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Coming up: Data collection at the Annual Palau Sports Fishing Tournament 

BMR will be assisting and collecting data on the 28th Annual Palau Sports Fishing Tournament
featuring the Etpison Cup, May 5-6th. The BMR team will be collecting various data, including
species caught, their weight and length; the number of boats and boat crew, and fishing
location (including fish aggregation devices, or FADs). BMR will also assist with the inspection
of boats to check for prohibited gears such as electric reels, barbed hooks, wire line, leaders,
firearms, and gaffs. 

There will be four Events/Categories for the derby: 
1. Etpison Cup - Trolling  
2. Ladies’ Bottom Fishing - Bottom Fishing 
3. Giant Trevally (GT) Catch & Release 
4. Jr. Anglers - Junior Anglers Ages 9-14 

Please visit the following website for more details on the Fishing Derby: 
http://www.palausportsfishing.com 

Bureau of Tourism (BOT)

C O N T I N U E D  N E X T  P A G E

Bureau of Marine Resources (BMR)



PAN site inaugurates 4-hectare forest plot into the Smithsonian global monitoring network 

Ngardok Nature Reserve was the first protected area to join the Palau’s Protected Areas
Network.  On March 22, it accomplished another “first” by launching a 4-hectare forest
plot into the Smithsonian’s Forest Global Earth Observatory (ForestGEO) network.
 ForestGEO is a global network of sites and scientists who are dedicated to the long-term
study of the world’s forest.  In this era of rapid change in climate and landscapes, this long-
term research in Palau will advance local science capacity to understand and predict how
forests might change in the future. 

Ngardok joins 64 other sites in the ForestGEO network and Palau becomes the 25th
country represented.  The inauguration of Ngardok into this global network is a result of a
partnership between Melekeok State, MNRET’s Forestry Unit, US Forest Service and
Smithsonian.  It also marks the end of the first round of extensive fieldwork that took over
2 years and established a systematically marked forest grid within the 4-hectare plot;
measured, tagged and mapped over 10,000 individual trees; collected species specimens
for keeping at the national herbarium at the Belau National Museum; and discovered a
new species of Kesiamel. 

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT THE MINISTRY?  
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Protected Areas Network Office (PANO)

Forestry staff Mr. Omekrael Sadang and Ngardok staff Lomalinda Gabriel were given special
recognition for their dedication and contribution to the extensive fieldwork.

May 22: International Day for Biological Diversity

May 2: World Tuna Day 

Upcoming International Observances

The inaugural ceremony was attended by High
Chief Reklai and other traditional chiefs, Governor

Henaro Polloi and members of the Melekeok
legislature, Minister Umiich Sengebau and Ministry

staff, representatives of the US Forest Service and
the Smithsonian, Ngardok Nature Reserve
Coordinator Mr. Omar Basilius and staff.   

Tuna and tuna- like species have great importance economically and as
a source of food. The UN observe World Tuna Day to highlight the
importance of sustainably managed fish stocks in achieving the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development. 

The theme for this year's International Day for Biological Diversity is
'Celebrating 25 Years of Action for Biodiversity'. It marks the 25th
anniversary of the Convention on Biological Diversity and highlights
progress made in the achievement of its objectives. 
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Mr. Ongos has traveled many roads leading him to MNRET. Moving to the United States right
after high school in 1977 he wanted to join the United States Military.  Before he joined the
military, close family members advised him to look at other options. Taking the advice to
heart, he started classes at the Seattle Central Community College and then transferred later
on to Watterson College in Pasadena, California where he received his diploma for Travel and
Tourism.  

He moved back to Palau, where he returned to his hometown of Ngeremlengui and worked as
a clerk for the State Chief. He finally joined Quarantine in 2001 and experienced the
transition of Quarantine to Biosecurity in 2016. Through the many years at Quarantine and
Biosecurity, he explained that there wasn’t a dull moment and every time he clocked in, there
was always something new, and that was exciting!  

When asked what advice he would like to give to fellow workers, his reply was simple. “Be
open minded and ask others for their opinion when you are not sure or don’t feel right about
things. Working as a biosecurity officer, you are the frontline that will stop illegal entry of
things that can cause great harm to our plants, livestock, our environment, and fellow
Palauans. " 

Mr. Ongos finally retired last month but that has not slowed him down one bit. He is still
looking at the horizon for new adventures, but first he just wants to go fishing.  

All of us at MNRET would like to thank Mr. Ongos for his contributions to the Ministry over
the years and wish him a happy retirement!


